Video: “Terminal 3 Construction Site – Aerial Views”

Content information including time-code indication:

Footage from October 2018
- 00:00 – 00:16 Aerial view of T3 feeder roads with the Zeppelinheim interchange on the A5 motorway in the background
- 00:17 – 00:48 Close-up of the construction pit for the main terminal building taken from the future Pier J, followed by a pan to the feeder roads (serving the access ramp)
- 00:49 – 02:02 Aircraft taking off, taxiway system, runways, existing airport buildings
- 02:03 – 03:48 Pan from CargoCity South towards the Terminal 3 construction site, followed by a close-up of the construction pit and an aerial view of Piers G and H

Footage from June 2022
- 03:49 – 04:04 Pier J
- 04:05 – 04:18 Pier H with apron control tower on the left, Pier J on the right, and the main terminal building in the middle
- 04:19 – 05:06 Pier G taken from various angles
- 05:07 – 05:42 The main terminal building with three piers extending from it, and the skyline of Frankfurt in the background